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B

ecause employees are a
company’s most valuable
assets, the most important
issues facing organizations today
involve hiring and retaining the
right people. A study conducted by
Howard University found that
annual corporate turnover averages
15%, and nearly 80% of that
turnover is due to hiring mistakes.
Poor hiring results in poor
morale as well. When less competent employees reach “critical
mass,” lower performance unfortunately becomes the standard for
the organization. Even long-term
employees capable of higher performance will discard their higher
standards and conform to the
lower ones.
While the costs associated with
inaccurate hiring decisions are significant, their total impact is rarely
measured within an organization.
Research has identified some cost
examples:
• Turnover for a production
worker — $30,000;
• For a $48,000/year professional — $76,000;
• For a sales person —
$155,000;
• For an engineer — $188,000;
and
• For a mid-manager — $320,000.
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Long-Term Costs Substantial
The long-term costs of a “misshire” must also be considered.
Even an employee earning a modest $25,000 annually, with
employment-related expenses, represents an investment of $1.5 million (in current dollars) over the
course of his/her career! If this
person proves to be a marginal
performer rather than a high performer — an average difference of
40% — the organization is losing
at least $10,000 on that investment
each year. Using that same concept, hiring only top performers
for an organization could result in
an annual payroll reduction of
25% or more.
As if turnover, absenteeism,
productivity, quality, low employee morale, and high training costs
associated with bad hires don’t
pose enough problems — there is
also the legal liability of “negligent hires” to consider. In other
words, failure to uncover an applicant’s incompetence or “lack of
fitness” often translates into high
injury rates, grievances, and organizational apathy.
So called “miss-hires” occur
primarily because many companies make the mistake of selecting
applicants based solely on educacontinued on Page 2

C

ompanies that focus on the
details of hiring and job
orientation do much better
at financial performance and
employee engagement than those
that don’t, according to a review
of human resources practices at 50
large U.S. companies conducted
by Watson Wyatt Worldwide.
“Few things are more important
to a company’s long-term performance than choosing the right
employees and ensuring they have
the proper outlook from day one,”
continued on Page 3
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Assessments

continued from Page 1

tional credentials and interviewing
skills. Interviewing, when using
targeted, behavioral processes,
with significant time expended,
selects the appropriate candidate
approximately two-thirds of the
time. But in reality, most interviewers make their decision within
the first five minutes, which
reduces the accuracy selection rate
to less than one-third.
Unfortunately, an applicant’s
education and work experience
provide very little objective information about the person’s values
and attitudes. While job knowledge and skills can be developed;
core motivation and trait characteristics generally cannot be taught
in a classroom or orientation session. “You can teach a turkey to
climb a tree, but it’s easier to hire
a squirrel.”
Every person hired can move an
organization forward through
his/her ideas and contributions —
or he/she can hold the company
back. Gaining an edge in hiring
the best talent can be achieved
through a human resource system
that incorporates an assessment
center. With an assessment center,
the organization can choose people
who come closest to its requirements, and place them in jobs for
which they are most suited.
Meeting Employment
Law Standards
Testing for strengths and competencies complies with federal
employment laws. The Civil Rights
Act supports the objectivity and
fairness of psychological selection
techniques. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
guidelines state that “…tests, when
used in conjunction with other tools
of personnel assessment,…aid in
the development and maintenance
of an efficient workforce and…aid
in the utilization and conservation
2 EA Report

of human resources.” The critical
factor is to ensure that the assessment process is developed and
operated within the highest professional and ethical standards.
Partnership with Toyota
Peoplework Solutions
Corporation measures aspects of
performance, abilities, personal
characteristics, behavior, and other
attributes. It offers expertise in the
design of simulated methods, psychometric testing, diagnostic
analysis, job analysis and data synthesis, and the operation of assessment centers. Its assessment
services are ethical and in compliance with local, state, and federal
laws, including the EEOC and the
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
Their most comprehensive
assessment services are provided
in partnership with Toyota Motor
Manufacturing of West Virginia.
Ten years ago, screenings began
for a start-up Toyota facility in
Buffalo, WV. The plant now
employs over 1,000 people.
Approximately 18,000 applicants entered the initial cognitive
assessment phase. Of the 11,000
who proceeded through Phase II
and III of the assessment process,
approximately 1,300 qualified for
the remainder of the selection
process, which initially produced
600 employees.
Based on pass/fail standards
established with Toyota, the result
was an overall pass rate of 10%.
Of that number, approximately
50% were hired after interviews,
background checks, and physicals
were completed. The selection
process strives to include those
individuals who exhibit the competencies identified as desirable by
Toyota.
Today, Toyota Motor
Manufacturing of West Virginia
attributes a great deal of its success to its assessment/selection
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process. The process admittedly is
time consuming — each successful applicant has to pass 16 hours
of assessment. However, the
advantages are worth it. They
include:
• Very low (.38) absenteeism
rate;
• Average injury rate ½ the
national average;
• Consistently meeting production standards;
• Consistently high-quality performance — over 1 million
engines produced without
quality issues;
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continued from Page 2

• Non-existent grievances as
issues are resolved by team
members;
• Very low (5%) turnover;
• Quality workers in high
demand; and
• 0% mandatory turnover (terminations).
Peoplework has been able to
combine its EAP expertise with a
holistic approach and knowledge
of larger organizational issues. As
a result, it has been able to assist
agencies and businesses in creating and maintaining a healthy and
productive workplace, and by
sharing its knowledge with businesses to maximize their success.
Jonna Wilson, LCSW, is the clinical and
training director with Peoplework
Solutions Corp.
(www.peopleworkwv.com), a small, private, West Virginia-based EAP and fullservice human resource development firm.
It has provided EAP services for 15 years,
and it has become a “provider of choice”
regarding initial-hire assessments.
Editor’s note: See this month’s Brown
Bagger for more on this topic.

Orientation

said Ilene Gochman, an organization effectiveness expert with
Watson Wyatt Worldwide.
Companies often overlook hiring and orientation programs as
prime opportunities to reinforce
corporate goals and motivate
employees. Effective recruiting
and orientation programs are usually cost effective, she noted, and
they are not difficult to change.
Watson Wyatt’s 2006/2007
WorkUSA survey of more than
12,000 U.S. workers across all job
levels and in all major sectors also
found an organization’s financial
performance strongly related to
employee engagement.
Among the 50 companies
Watson Wyatt examined, 65% of
those with a highly engaged workforce provide interview training
for managers vs. 33% of companies with a less engaged workforce, it found.
Also, explaining to new
employees why they were hired is
a simple, key technique for driving worker engagement,
Gochman said. “Sharing with new

continued from Page 1

hires the attributes that drew the
company to them is an easy and
meaningful way to begin a productive relationship,” she said. “It
gives new employees an immediate tie to the company and a clear
understanding of how their skills
can be used productively at their
new place of employment.”
Fifty-two percent of high financial performers provide new hires
with such an explanation, vs. 29%
of low financial performers,
Watson Wyatt found.
In addition, Gochman states that
taking adequate time to prepare
new hires for their roles is important to the employee’s success.
Those with highly engaged workers spend an average of 35 weeks
grooming new employees, compared to only 15 weeks that
employers with low employee
engagement spend, Watson Wyatt
found.
Source: Kathy Gurchiek, associate editor
for HR News, a publication of the Society
for Human Resource Management
(SHRM, www.shrm.org).

Workplace Survey

How Much Work is Actually ‘Work’?

W

“

here does the day go?”
many workers lament,
which might explain
why those polled for a recent survey said they spend an average of
36 minutes per day, or the equivalent of three hours a week, attending to personal tasks at the office.
Executives were asked the
same question, and they estimated
their staff spend an average of 43
minutes each day on non-work
activities.
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“There are only so many hours
in the day to meet job requirements and personal obligations,
and employers are aware that not
all of the work day is spent on
business,” said Diane Domeyer,
executive director of OfficeTeam,
which conducted the survey. “In
fact, some businesses have
responded by providing staff with
on-site daycare or concierge-type
services such as dry cleaning and
personal shopping.”

(Editor’s note: Emerging EAP
niches was discussed in the April
2006 EAR.)
However, Domeyer also pointed out that misuse of company
time can lead to significant losses
in productivity. “The best employers take steps to accommodate the
need for work-life balance,” she
said. “Unfortunately, employees
who abuse these benefits undermine the success of the programs.”
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Legislative Update

New Bill Would Advance Mental
Health Treatment

L

egislation has been introduced that would allow more
people in need of mental
health and addiction recovery services to obtain equitable insurance
coverage for their conditions,
according to the Suicide Prevention
Action Network USA (SPAN USA).
“Long a top priority of SPAN
USA, this is a significant step forward to help end insurance discrimination against people with mental
and substance use disorders,” said
Jerry Reed, executive director of
SPAN USA, the nation’s leading
grassroots advocacy organization
working to advance public policies
that prevent suicide.
Some of the most notable provisions in the Mental Health Parity
Act of 2007 include:
• Parity for day and visit limits,
co-payments, deductibles, and
other ways in which health
plans have discriminated
against mental health;
• Parity for in-network and out-

“...this is a significant step
forward to help end insurance discrimination
against people with mental and substance use disorders.”
of-network services, when
those services are offered; and
• Parity for substance abuse
treatment.
Research has shown that 90% of
suicides are associated with a treatable mental illness or substance
abuse conditions, yet two-thirds of
those who die by suicide are not
receiving treatment at the time of
their death. More than 31,000
Americans die by suicide each year,
more than die by homicide or
HIV/AIDS.
A new fact sheet by
Research!America and Suicide
Prevention Action Network USA
reveals the costs of suicide:

• $3.8 billion — how much suicide attempts requiring hospitalization cost the U.S. each
year; and
• $13 billion — how much suicides cost the U.S. in lost
earnings each year.
While 89% of Americans agree
that mental health is as important as
physical health, only 24% believe
physical and mental health are treated equally, according to a national
poll by Research! America and
SPAN USA.
SPAN USA is the nation’s only suicide prevention
organization dedicated to leveraging grassroots
support among suicide survivors and others to
advance public policies that prevent suicide. For
more information, visit www.spanusa.org. Editor’s
note: May is National Mental Health Month.

UPCOMING EAR FEATURES...
• Selecting a Geriatric Care
Manager
• Comparing EAP Models

Workplace Survey

Finances Are Top Work Concern

A

sked to identify their
greatest work/life challenge for 2007, 31% of
respondents to a recent LifeCare®
poll chose “financial issues” while
24% chose “work/life balance,”
the poll’s top two responses.
According to LifeCare CEO
Peter Burki, one of the survey’s
most interesting findings is that
child and elder care issues are
4 EA Report

nearly equal, which shows that
workers’ elder care needs are
becoming as prominent as their
child care needs. What’s more,
child and elder care accounted for
a combined 18% of respondents’
top challenges.
“Clearly, employees need the
continued help of employers to
overcome these challenges,”
Burki said. “Organizations that

offer resource and referral programs along with backup care
programs will reap significant
rewards including reduced absenteeism, enhanced productivity and
greater satisfaction levels.”
Source: LifeCare®, Inc., which serves
1,500 client companies and 4.5 million
individuals in corporations, health plans,
government agencies, and unions. For
more information, visit www.lifecare.com.
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On the Job

Keeping Conflict to a Minimum
By Patti Fralix

M

ost people’s actions are
done with little regard to
their impact on others.
When one person’s behavior is not
understood and/or accepted by the
other person, conflict ensues.
Conflict isn’t so bad when it’s
done without anger, negativity, or
hurt feelings, but all too often this
isn’t the case.
Conflict occurs when people
have differences yet do not discuss
them openly. There are two types:
avoiding and ignoring. Avoiding
conflict is similar to “hiding one’s
head in the sand,” hoping that the
issue will go away or be resolved
on its own.
Ignoring, on the other hand,
involves making a conscious decision to not deal with the issue.
This decision can be positive or
negative. For example, sometimes
a decision is the result of choosing
to “let this one go” because it just
isn’t a matter that has to be
addressed.
The following are some of the
ways that companies can help
employees prevent and
resolve conflicts:
• Utilize personality assessment tools. Utilizing personality assessments can help
companies make better hiring
decisions. One benefit of
these tools is that they
improve understanding of the
different communication
styles and how to communicate most effectively with different types of people. Some
conflicts can be prevented
with this knowledge.
May 2007

For example, people are usually
either a direct or indirect communicator. The direct communicator
has more “bottom-line” talk while
the indirect communicator uses
more qualifiers, which often “soften” what the individual is saying.
This difference alone can result in
misunderstanding and conflict. To
a direct communicator, the person
that says “it seems that” (a qualifying phrase) can be thought of as
being “wishy-washy.”
Understanding differences like
these enhances communication
and productivity. (Editor’s Note:
See also this month’s Brown
Bagger handout.)
• Create an environment that
welcomes diversity.
Diversity in and of itself is
not positive or negative. It
becomes positive when the
differences create opportunities for individuals, companies, and the marketplace.
But when those differences
create unresolved conflicts, the
opportunities are usually lost.
• Make sure there is a common understanding of
responsibilities and deadlines. Too many conflicts
occur because managers fail
to provide employees with
information related to their
job responsibilities and the
company in general.
Who is accountable for what
becomes even more important to
clarify in an environment of teamwork and project work. Also, with
most people having so many
responsibilities, it is imperative

that priorities and deadlines be
clear to everyone.
• Commit to conflict management. Discuss conflict on
a general level so that
employees understand that
change and opportunity
always involves conflict.
Make sure people understand
that managing conflict effectively is a company expectation. Treat employees as
adults, expecting them to
solve their own problems.
When an employee complains to a manager about
another employee, the manager’s first question should
be, “Have you discussed your
concern with [Name of
Employee]?” The manager
should be a resource in helping employees to manage
their own conflicts.
Summary
Given increased change, ambiguity, and stress, we should expect
more workplace conflict.
However, understanding different
personality styles, communicating
effectively with different people,
and utilizing strategies like these
are helpful for managing conflict.
When conflict is understood and
managed effectively, results and
relationships are improved.
Patti Fralix, author of the book “How to
Thrive in Spite of Mess, Stress and Less,”
is founder and president of The Fralix
Group,a leadership excellence firm based
in Raleigh, NC. Patti has spent the past 15
years providing practical solutions to audiences of all sizes. For more information,
contact her at pfralix@fralixgroup.com.
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Time Management

Time Management
is All About Your Boss!: Part I

By Vincent Thompson

F

or years we’ve heard that time
management is about action
items and prioritizing tasks.
Go to just about any time management seminar, and the trainer will
show you how to log time spent on a
given activity, your workweek, etc.
You’ll likely realize that you do in
fact spend too much time on email,
on the phone, etc.
As a result, you’ll plan your calendar better and prioritize your
workload. But within a week you’ll
likely fall right back into your former place on the treadmill.
No matter what your job, you
probably do those things that you
think your boss wants you to do. In
addition, your boss also expects you
to quickly answer emails or to be
available on Instant Messenger. Your
boss expects you to pick up the
phone when needed and to help
senior management deal with lastminute emergencies.
These expectations often come
before the important tasks that you
need to do. And while communication and helping senior management

is important, if you’re truly going to
have the time to spend on tasks that
move the company forward, then
you’re going to need to gain more
power over your schedule. Rather
than helping put out fire after fire,
you need to have a conversation
with your boss to come to some
agreements.
• Analyze your bosses’ needs.
You need to know what your
bosses expect of themselves
and what your boss’s boss
expects of him. Unfortunately,
a lot of people assume that
“meeting the boss’s needs”
means doing exactly what the
boss wants them to do — and
accepting these things without
question. Wrong! This
assumption is too simplistic
and dangerous.
• Understand explicit vs.
implicit needs. Real “managing upward” demands a more
serious analysis of human
needs, which starts with the
realization that needs come in
two forms — explicit needs
and implicit needs.
Explicit needs are easier to
understand. They may be stated in a
strategic plan, or they may be
announced by your boss whenever
the team gets together for a strategy
session. They may sound something
like this:
• “We need to expand our business internationally” or
• “We need to commerce-enable
our website.”

Implicit needs are more subtle.
People don’t talk about them.
Sometimes they’re not even aware
of them. They sound like this:
• “Make me look good in front
of my boss so that when he
gets kicked upstairs he’ll recommend me for his job” or
• “Help me feel more like a
leader and less like the kid
who was always picked last in
the schoolyard basketball
games.”
While explicit needs tend to run
a linear path, implicit needs tend to
be random, triggered by emotion
and circumstance. And although you
will never actually talk to your boss
about his or her implicit needs, paying attention to implicit needs is
serious, as these often drive the
issues that keep your boss up at
night.
Devote enough of your time to
understand your boss’s implicit
needs. Then, spend time on the
needs that you can feel good about
supporting to further your company’s interest as well as your boss’s
career.
NEXT MONTH: We will discuss
how to adopt a management valueadded mindset, implement what you
learn, and manage your future for
success.
Source: Vincent Thompson is the author of
“Ignited: Managers, Light up Your Career
for More Power, More Purpose and More
Success.” For more information on Vince’s
book or consulting, visit
www.beignited.com.
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Clean Air Month

Clinical Perspective

High Air Quality
Increases Productivity
By Marty Watts

I

f you think a cool workplace
only serves to pamper employees during summer months,
think again. Too much indoor heat
can, among other areas, reduce
worker productivity and well-being.
Worse still, when indoor humidity is high, ambient heat increases
the growth of bacteria-generating
mold that presents a health threat.
Ironically, many of the measures
taken to increase energy efficiency
such as “tightening” buildings to
reduce air infiltration and outflow
degrade a building’s air quality. These
problems may be solved by air conditioning that many require upgrading
existing air systems, resulting in
increased operational costs.
According to the California Energy
Commission, as much as 40% of a
buiilding’s cooling requirements
comes from heat entering through
windows. If that is the case, why is
reducing heat in a building usually
considered to be an exclusive function of air conditioning? As a supplement to air conditioning, stopping

heat at the window using heat-blocking window film can reduce air-conditioning costs — appeasing workers
who believe that “conditioned” air is
less desirable and healthy to work in
than non-conditioned air.
Window film can reduce the
impact of solar heat through existing
glass, resulting in lower temperatures
and better indoor air quality without
the need to increase air-conditioning
capacity. An added plus is the reduction of air-conditioning costs.
But not just any window film will
do. Conventional tinted and reflective window film can reduce the
amount of natural light, which can
reduce productivity and increase
illumination. In turn this will negate
any cost-saving benefits.
Spectrally selective window film,
which refers to the film’s ability to
transmit light while blocking heat,
when used in combination with air
conditioning, can reduce ambient
heat, off-gassing and mold formation
while NOT increasing energy costs.
Marty Watts is president and CEO of V-Kool, Inc.
For more information, contact him at (800) 2177046 or visit www.v-kool-usa.com.
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Flyers
Effective,
Study Finds

A

study published in a recent
issue of the Journal of
Behavioral Health
Sciences and Research found that
people being treated with prescribed antidepressants who
received a one-time educational
flyer about depression and treatment, were more likely to stay on
their meds and seek psychotherapy
treatment than those who did not
receive the flyer.
Specifically, the one-time mailing suggested that:
• People should not discontinue
medications without consulting a doctor;
• The best treatment for
depression includes a combination of antidepressant medications with psychotherapy
treatment; and
• Ending treatment early
increases the chance of
relapse by 50%.
The intervention group had
more patients who had at least one
psychotherapy session and at least
one refill of their antidepressant
medication. While the majority in
both groups obtained another prescription after their initial prescription, there was a significant
increase in the rate of use of psychotherapy by members of the
intervention group (15.2%) versus
the control group (9.38%).
This study was a collaborative
effort between United Behavioral
Health, a national HMO, and the
State of Ohio.

Source: United Behavioral Health.
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From Our Files

Dealing With
Suicide
By RaeAnn Thomas

N

o one can say for sure why
a particular person chooses
to die. The helplessness
and hopelessness that often lead to
a suicide may result from any number of factors.
Let’s talk about some of the
myths about suicide:
• A person who threatens suicide won’t really follow
through. Not true. People
who commit suicide often talk
about ending their lives before
they actually make an attempt.
• No one I know is the type to
commit suicide. The truth is
that suicide occurs among
people of all types. Whether
rich or poor, educated or uneducated, feeling of depression
and suicidal thoughts can
plague anyone. They are legitimate mental health concerns
that require appropriate
action.
• Only insane people commit
suicide. People who commit
suicide may feel hopeless and
depressed, but they have not
necessarily lost touch with
reality.
• Talking about suicide might
give the person ideas.
Suicidal people already have
the idea. Frankly, talking
about it can prevent the person from acting on it. It shows
that you take the person seriously and that you care.
• People who attempt suicide
really want to die. A small
8 EA Report
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number may want to die, but
the majority simply want the
pain to stop. They’ve given
up hope that they can stop it,
or that anyone can help them.
Warning Signs and Risk Factors
Understanding that there are
often warning signs and risk factors can help you to react effectively if you encounter someone
who is potentially suicidal. While
no single variable can predict a
future suicide attempt, knowing
the danger signals can help you
react more effectively. They
include:
• A previous suicide attempt;
• Verbal threats such as “you’d
be better off without me”;
• Changes in behavior;
• Signs of depression;
• Interpersonal problems;
• Preparations for death such as
“putting affairs in order” or
giving away possessions may
be signs that a person is
preparing to die; and
• A sudden lift in spirits. The
person may feel relief that
their “problems will soon be
ended.”
If you know someone who you
believe is suicidal, call your EAP
for assistance in providing appropriate services to this person.
RaeAnn Thomas is the executive director of
Associated Employee Assistance Services (800)
540-3758 and a former contributing editor of
Employee Assistance Report. Editor’s note: This
article is condensed from the January 2002 EAR
Brown Bagger. May is National Mental Health
Month.

Editor’s Notebook
With the high
cost of turnover in
today’s highly competitive marketplace, it’s more
important than ever
for employers to NOT make hiring mistakes.
Whether they’re called initialhire assessments, pre-employee
testing, personality profiles, or
something else, this month’s cover
story and Brown Bagger describe
some of the strategies being used
by a number of different companies.
I took both the MBTI® and
Predictive Index® personality profiles when I was laid off from a
nonprofit agency in late 2001.
After reviewing the profiles with
someone trained in assessing the
results — and with some divine
intervention I might add — it all
began to click: “I always wondered why that job didn’t work
out. Now I understand!”
Some people believe that such
profiles, or inventories, etc., are
too broad-based to be useful in an
employment setting. That might
be true for some folks, but I felt at
the time, what did I have to lose
in completing a profile?
A profile like the MBTI® or PI®
can even lead to some interesting
mental health discoveries. (In my
case, they helped me find out that
I had depression and ADD.)
Learning about mental health,
in addition to workplace insights,
just might be a side benefit to consider for someone filling out a
profile. Far fetched? Maybe, but I
would have thought so too at the
time. Until next month.

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 258-2448
mikej@impact-publications.com
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